Introduction.
Motivated by the question of testing for a nonlinear parameter in a regression model with independent, homoscedastic normal residuals, Hotelling (1939) was led to consider the r geometric problem of the volume of a tube of given radius around a curve in the unit sphere in R?? ." The answer involves only the arc length of the curve and not its curvature, providing the radius of the tube is sufficiently small that there is no self overlap in the tube. Starting from a somewhat different statistical setting Naiman (1986) arrived at the same geometric problem and showed that Hotelling's result (properly interpreted) is an upper bound for the volume of a tube of arbitrary radius.
The purpose of this note is to give two new derivations of the Hotelling-Nlman results
The first involves differential inequalities. The second is probabilistic, using the concept of upcrossing borrowed from the theory of Gaussian processes. In the context of Gaussian processes Knowles (1987) has observed that approximations obtained from Hotelling's result and bounds derived via upcrossings are related.
Hotelling's statistical motivation and geometric problem are reviewed briefly in Section 2, which also establishes our basic notation. Sections 3 and 4 contain our derivations.
For a more extensive discussion of applications and several numerical examples, see Johansen and Johnstone (1985) and Knowles and Siegmund (1988) .
The Problem.
Assume y, = Off(e) + ej (i = 1,2,..., n), where the f, are known functions depending on an unknown parameter e and the ci are independent N(O, cr 2 ) errors. In principle one can %I also consider the more general model yi = (/3,x,) + i 3 p+jfi(e) + ei, where j3 and the xi are p-dimensional vectors, but for our purposes the simpler one suffices. is the union of the two tubes, one about y(G), the other about -y(G), of geodesic radius cos -to.
Here the tube about y(O) of geodesic radius W is the set of all points U E S'--, the unit sphere in BV , within geodesic distance W of the curve 'y(O). Under H 0 , U is distributed uniformly on S -1 , and hence the significance level of the likelihood ratio test is the normalized surface area on S"-I of the union of the two tubes. 
AM
A simpler geometric problem is to compute the volume of a tube about a curve in Euclidean space. In this context Hotelling's result is very easy to state. If the curve is smooth, dosed, and there is no self overlap in the tube (precise definitions are given below), the volume of the tube is the product of the arc length of the curve and the cross sectional area of the tube.
If the curve is not dosed, the volume of two hemispherical caps must be added to account for parts of the tube associated with endpoints of the curve.
We shall use the following notation. Given a closed interval I of real numbers, a I Also let fl, denote the volume of the n dimensional unit ball in JRn and Wn_ 1 the volume (surface area) of Sn -1, the unit sphere in 1nW(11n -rn/ 2 /r(n/2 + 1),w_-= 2,r/ 2 /r(n/2)).
Finally, let a(t) = da(t)/dt.
Hotelling's result in B?' says that if a is twice continuously differentiable and there is no self overlap in the tube then
if the curve is not dosed and
if the curve is closed.
If a does not actually intersect itself, the condition of no self overlap is essentially the condition that R be sufficiently small. Naiman (1986) has proved the elegant result that if a is only assumed piecewise regular,
for all R > 0.
I
Precise analogues of (2.1) and (2.3) for tubes about curves in S' -' are given in Section
3.
REMARK. It is illuminating to consider the case where a is the unit circle in JR 2 . One easily verifies (2.2) for R : 1 and (2.3) for all R > 0. Also (2.3) is asymptotically sharp as R -oo.
We do not have a simple geometric explanation why the second term on the right hand side of (2.3), which is obviously necessary when a is not closed, works efficiently and in complete generality.
Anticipating applications to the examples presented above, we note that the broken line regression requires Naiman's formulation because the curve -f(0) is only piecewise smooth.
Hotelling's problem of testing for a periodic component in a regression model poses other difficulties because the parameter 0 = (p,w) is two-dimensional and hence the "curve" 7(9)
is a surface in S" 1 -. Weyl (1939) in a companion paper to Hotelling's calculates the volume of a tube of small radius about an arbitrary closed differentiable manifold imbedded in !R' or in S" -. However, his results must be modified for manifolds with boundary before they can be applied to the problem at hand. See Knowles and Siegmund (1988) for an appropriate modification and numerical examples. In Section 4 we show that the special structure of Hotelling's problem allows one to use an upcrossing argument to give an upper bound for the significance level of the likelihood ratio test.
The Hotelling-Naiman Theorem.
We begin with a technical lemma which summarizes several well known facts about the uniform distribution on Sn -1 .
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose U = (U,,...,U,,) is uniformly distributed on Sn -1 .
(i) The distribution of U 2 is Beta(1/2, (n -1)/2); the probability density function of U, is r(n/2) 
191). |
A simple picture underlies the differential inequalities approach to Naiman's inequality.
A sphere centered at one end of the curve is sliced along the plane perpendicular to the curve at that endpoint. The hemisphere intersecting the curve is moved along the curve at unit speed. The volume swept out is greatest when the curve is a geodesic, which leads to the Hotelling-Naiman result.
It is easiest to begin with the version of Naiman's bound for tubes in Euclidean space. uniformly in s provided we exclude left neighborhoods of length 6 of discontinuity points of 6.
An explicit evaluation starting from (3.1) yields but its exact value may be difficult to determine analytically. Johansen and Johnstone (1985) give an easily computed bivariate function whose minimum is R,. 
v(s + b) -v(s) > 6f,.,R ' + 0(,7(b)).
The two inequalities show that 1& ( PROOF. The argument uses the notion of an upcrossing of the level w, which plays an important role in the theory of Gaussian processes. See Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen (1983, Chap- ter 7) for the definition and basic properties. Let N.(to) denote the number of upcrossings of the level u; by Z(t), 0 < t < to. Then
The proof of (3.4) is completed by the evaluation of the right hand side of (3.5) given in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, which follows.
If there is no self overlap in S " -1 in the tube of geodesic radius cos-l(w) about yf, then no sample path Z(t), 0 < t < to, can leave and subsequently re-enter the tube. It follows that Since a continuous, piecewise regular curve is the uniform limit of a sequence of regular curves, the arc lengths of which also converge to that of the given curve, one sees from Fatou's lemma that (3.4) continues to hold under the weaker condition of continuity and piecewise regularity. I where the ei -0 uniformly in s as h -0, because -f is regular.
Given U, = z, (U 2 ,..., U,) are uniformly distributed on an n -2 dimensional sphere of radius (1 -:2)1/2 (cf. Lemma 3.1), and consequently the right hand side of (3.7) equals
where (0 2 ,..., Cf) is uniformly distributed on S "-2 . This last probability can be written as an integral with respect to the joint density of 0 2 and E,>3 ej 0j, and by a similar conditioning argument it can be shown to converge uniformly in a and 1J1 bounded away from I to P{0 2 E dy/(1 -X2)1/2) = P{(f(s), U) E dyg(Iy(s), U) = z}. The details are omitted.
REMARK.
It is possible (although not particularly natural) to derive Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 by a (down) crossing argument. Since the tube cannot be defined by an inner product, the appropriate process is Z(s) =11 U -a(s) 11, where U is uniformly distributed in a box large enough to contain aR. (-i') 
